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Economic Growth

Relancer notre industrie par les stratégies (1) et les enjeux (2) (Reviving our industry through automation: strategies (1) and issues (2))
By Robin Rivaton - December 2012

As part of the debate on French industry, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique has addressed the issue of robotics in two new papers: Reviving our industry through automation: issues and strategies. The author, strategic consultant Robin Rivaton, explains how progress made in automation offers our businesses a strategic opportunity to regain our industrial strength.

As the debate on the competitiveness of the French economy continues in the same vein, the solutions it generates are often limited to exploring the cost of labour. However, the prosperity of modern economic systems lies more in the quality, modernity and automation of their production tools. Hampered by its ageing industrial apparatus, France has seen a decline in the quantity and quality of its industrial robots compared to its main competitors. This handicap has led to a decline in the trade balance as well as constant redundancies in industry.

La compétitivité passe par la fiscalité (Taxation a key issue for competitiveness)
By Aldo Cardoso, Michel Didier, Bertrand Jacquillat, Dominique Reynié and Grégoire Sentilhes - December 2012

Based on a group discussion, this paper presents the Foundation's proposals for readjusting the provisions of the French Finance Act of 2013 to bring them in line with recommendations of the competitiveness pact. The text emerged from a conversation between Aldo Cardoso, a member of the Fondation pour l’innovation politique Supervisory Board, Michel Didier, a professor emeritus at the CNAM and president of Coe-Rexecode, Bertrand Jacquillat, professor at Sciences Po and president of Associés en Finance, Dominique Reynié and Grégoire Sentilhes, president of NextStage, Les Journées de l’Entrepreneur and G20 YES in France.
Une autre politique monétaire pour résoudre la crise
(An alternative monetary policy to resolve the crisis)
By Nicolas Goetzmann - December 2012

In this new paper entitled: An alternative monetary policy to resolve the crisis, Nicolas Goetzmann highlights the difficulties raised by the current European monetary policy and its repercussions. He suggests that the remit of the European Central Bank should be reviewed. In his opinion, this would allow it to take a fresh look at the action it takes. Nicolas Goetzmann is an investment strategy consultant and macroeconomic analyst.

La nouvelle fiscalité rend-elle l’ISF inconstitutionnel ?
(Has the new tax policy made the solidarity tax on wealth unconstitutional?)
By Aldo Cardoso - December 2012

In this paper entitled: Has the new tax policy made the solidarity tax on wealth unconstitutional? the Foundation is hoping to contribute to the debate and clarify the decision on taxation of income and inheritance. The author Aldo Cardoso is a member of the Fondation pour l’innovation politique Supervisory Board.

Fiscalité : pourquoi et comment un pays riches est un pays pauvre …
(Taxation: why and how a rich country is a poor country ...)
By Bertrand Jacquillat - October 2012

This new Fondation pour l’innovation politique paper entitled: Taxation: why and how a rich country is a poor country ... addresses the issue of taxation and its impact on France’s growth and competitiveness. Its author, Bertrand Jacquillat, is a professor at Sciences Po.
Les chiffres de la pauvreté : le sens de la mesure  
(Poverty statistics: a sense of proportion)  
By Julien Damon - May 2012

Once or even several times a year, a very French debate on the extent, causes and rise of poverty is rekindled. The growing body of alarmist reports and data is often sensationalised and contrasts with the full facts of the matter which provide a more objective picture. They tend to show poverty stabilising and not rising as so often suggested.

With so many figures cited (which can lead to a certain degree of confusion), a review of data and definitions should enable a dispassionate and incisive debate on public policies focused on reducing and indeed eliminating poverty. The aim of this paper by Julien Damon is to present a considered and documented approach to poverty measurement tools.

Libérer le financement de l’économie  
(Freeing up funding of the economy)  
By Robin Rivat - April 2012

Market value is created either by labour or capital. While the labour factor, also known as ‘human capital’, has been discussed repeatedly by economists and sociologists, the crucial role played by productive investment (infrastructure, software and automation) in improving the competitiveness of our businesses should not be ignored.

Generally, businesses can acquire capital through finance. However, new banking regulations and the government’s increasing inability to intervene in financing future investments mean that it is now essential to review the channels of transmission between users and suppliers of finance if we wish to secure the long-term growth of our economies which is currently flagging.

L’épargne au service du logement social  
(Savings for social housing)  
By Julie Merle - April 2012

Since the beginning of the 2000s, the percentage of new-build properties used for social housing has increased significantly, rising from 11% in 2004 to 25% in 2011. At present, more than a sixth of the French population is accommodated in social housing.

This national effort to promote social housing relies largely on loans from the savings funds of the Deposits and Consignments Fund. The Fund converts a proportion of people’s savings into long-term loans at
preferential rates for social housing organisations. This releases a very high volume of public funding without resorting to the national budget.

While the demand for new social housing will remain high, dwindling national and local budgets raise questions on the future of public funding. In this context, the saving fund mechanism seems more essential than ever before. This paper entitled: Savings for social housing, published by an economist under a pseudonym discusses the importance of savings in the funding of social housing in France.
The recent debate on energy has got off to rather a poor start. There is a contrast between the long-term nature of energy decisions and very short-term emotional reactions which sometimes appear to determine proposals or stances. The energy sector copes very badly with upheavals, policy changes and prevarication. And what of the criteria used or put forward for making decisions? It would appear that there is only one: whether or not nuclear power is safe as demonstrated by the reference to Fukushima.

In fact, at least five essential criteria should be taken into account when devising an energy policy: safety, CO2 emissions, the cost of the options proposed, energy independence and impact on public finances. Moreover, using these criteria, it is possible to put a case for the various possible scenarios, of which there are five to date. Far from presenting an abstract and ideological debate, these two papers by Rémy Prud’huiomme provide costs for the various options and supply concrete information shedding light on the discussion over the crucial issue of energy policy which is too often subject to dogmatic points of view, prejudices, emotions and factual errors.
Values

La philanthropie. Des entrepreneurs de solidarité
(Philanthropy. Entrepreneurs in solidarity)
By Francis Charhon - May/June 2012

Philanthropy shown by individuals or businesses wishing to improve the environment in which they live can take various forms. Philanthropists may take action in the public interest by directly funding organisations and becoming involved themselves as volunteers. Although potentially significant, the input of individuals in these actions cannot be measured statistically. Therefore, it escapes analysis. As a result, it is difficult to discuss the matter in detail. In contrast, when philanthropy takes the legal form of a foundation or fund, it becomes observable.

We will therefore mainly examine philanthropy through these highly successful forms

L'école de la liberté : initiative, autonomie et responsabilité
(Free schools: initiative, autonomy and responsibility)
By Charles Feuillerade - January 2012

Education is a key issue which has come back to the fore with even greater vigour in this year of elections. It will therefore be high on the agenda in our public debates. Far from presenting a partisan viewpoint, this paper by Charles Feuillerade - the pseudonym of a senior official bound by a duty of confidentiality - Free schools: initiative, autonomy and responsibility, advocates an approach whereby pragmatism would finally take precedence over ideology. Schools should be made the focus of the education system as they are the only bodies truly aware of their own needs and therefore head teachers should also be made genuine managers of their schools. It is time for schools to take the next step into autonomy.
Series "Where are our values?"

The topic of values is one of four key areas examined by the Fondation pour l’innovation politique alongside growth, the environment and digital technology. We believe that moral and ethical issues should be the focus of public debate. That is why the Fondation pour l’innovation politique has launched a new series of papers entitled "Where are our values?", which allows key figures in French and European political thought to outline their ideas on the values they consider essential in the modern world.

Révolution des valeurs et mondialisation
(Revolution of values and globalisation)
By Luc Ferry - January 2012

Globalisation has three effects which should be of particular concern to us: firstly, it increases competition between employees; secondly, it considerably reduces nation states’ room for manoeuvre; and thirdly it results in an unprecedented loss of our sense of history. Based on this observation, Luc Ferry considers the revolution affecting our private lives as a means of regaining control of a future which appears to be escaping us, in this last paper in our series on values. This is a revolution of the modern family based on passionate love and a bond with children of a kind previously unseen. This new bond has prompted a concern for future generations which has become a key political topic as demonstrated by the importance attached to such issues as public debt, the clash of civilisations and the environment. This new paradigm should now form the basis of a political programme worthy of the name.
Foundation books

"Innovation politique" collection

The Fondation pour l’innovation politique launched the ‘Innovation politique’ collection in collaboration with the Presses Universitaires de France in its desire to contribute to our understanding of the major transformations which have permeated and shaken our times. Focal to this new collection is an analysis of the political, economic and social changes endemic of our times as well as their consequences and a search for the responses and adaptations that these changes require from us.

Valeurs partagées
(Shared values), 362 pages
7 March 2013, Presses Universitaires de France, €20.00

Bonds of duty, systems of affiliation and principles of loyalty are all being reformed. Democracies have been shaken by globalisation and its consequences on the distribution of wealth and the environment as well as its effects on individuals and social cohesion. What remains of the foundations on which our disciplines, social contract, moral pact and philosophical agreements were built?
We are clearly faced once more with the question of identifying the values that define us, unite us, bind us and form the basis of the social pact that allows us to live together.
Edited by Dominique Reynié, the following authors have contributed to Valeurs partagées: Raymond Boudon, Luc Ferry, André Glucksmann, Emmanuel Hirsch, Henri Madelin, Michel Maffesoli, Corine Pelluchon, Dominique Schnapper, Alain-Gérard Slama and Paul Thibaud.

Les droites en Europe
(The right in Europe), 515 pages
29 February 2012, Presses Universitaires de France, €29.00

Europe is experiencing a drift to the right which is now taking root. Despite problems encountered by the right in Germany and France, the prevailing feeling is that conservative and free-market parties have triumphed under the combined effect of the failure of social democracy and the collapse of communism.
Edited by Dominique Reynié, this book provides an update on all the papers published in the “Où en est la droite?” [Where is the right?] series with electoral results from the twenty seven European Union member states. Looking at the bigger picture, it seems that the right is threatened more by populists than leftwing parties. It must therefore review its doctrines, programme of government and system of alliance.
A collection of analyses and original perspectives designed to feed public debate, *Innovation politique 2012* includes the main papers published by the Fondation pour l’innovation politique between September 2010 and October 2011. Precious light is shed on the key topics of growth, the environment, digital technologies and values with some remarkable documentation, providing up-to-date insights on the political issues of our era.
Europe is in upheaval. For the first time since the Treaty of Rome in 1957, the crisis appears sufficiently severe to threaten the foundations of the structure. The euro crisis, the excessive debt burden of member states, the stagnation of growth and institutional uncertainty have been accompanied by forms of political regression as demonstrated by such developments as the rise of populism and the new Hungarian constitution.

The third edition of L’Opinion européenne is set against this difficult backdrop. It invites readers to gain a better understanding of the issues surrounding the present crisis by analysing trends in opinion and electoral behaviour in the context of an examination of the nature of civil society in Europe.

While globalisation reigns supreme, Europe is faced with an unprecedented crisis. Make no mistake, these are historic times.

With texts from Jürgen Habermas, Marie-Laure Basilien-Gainche, Pauline Beaugé de la Roque, Nicolas Bouzou, Christophe Broquet, Bernard Bruneteau, Florence Chaltiel, Corinne Deloy, Elisabeth Dupoirier, Edouard Lecerf, Jean-Dominique Giuliani, Dominique Reynié, Christophe de Voogd and Leendert de Voogd.

Forthcoming: L’opinion européenne en 2013 (European opinion in 2013)
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ScenaRio2012, first global survey on youth and sustainable development, is an initiative led by both the Fondation pour l’innovation politique and Nomadéis to bring an innovative contribution to the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development held in Rio de Janeiro on 20 to 22 June, 2012.

The extent of the study is unprecedented. TNS Opinion polling agency interviewed 30,000 young people, aged 16 to 29, from 30 countries over 5 continents: South Africa, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, South Korea, Ecuador, Spain, the United States, Finland, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Russia, Senegal, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom.

This unprecedented survey portrays a generation of young people worldwide and their relationship to sustainable development: their choices, their aspirations, their fears, their perception of globalisation and their values.

We also interviewed 100 world prominent figures to have their vision on the links between the environment, sustainable development and governance.

The first results of the survey were presented during the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development held on 20 to 22 June, 2012.

A book with all the detailed results will be published.
Présidoscopie, a series of surveys on voting intentions

In the run-up to the presidential elections in France, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique launched a vast series of surveys. The main results were published on our website. The surveys were carried out by Ipsos among 6,000 voters aged 18+. This series of surveys relied on the recurring measurement of voting intentions to scrutinize voting evolution during the campaign and understand the reasons behind it. This unprecedented survey was carried out in partnership with Sciences Po political research centre (CEVIPOF), Le Monde and Fondation Jean-Jaurès.

The series of results were presented before public release during the Foundation’s morning sessions.

Survey results n°10, 3 May 2012

[Image of survey results]
Survey results n°9, 26 April 2012

Survey results n°8, 19 April 2012
Survey results n°7, 6 April 2012

Les principales préoccupations des Français

Question : Parmi les questions suivantes, quels sont les trois qui vous semblent les plus préoccupantes aujourd’hui ?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thème</th>
<th>Pour la France</th>
<th>Pour vous personnellement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L’avenir économique et financier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le chômage</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les déficits publics</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le pouvoir d’achat</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’immigration</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les inégalités sociales</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’immigration</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le fonctionnement du système de santé</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le système éducatif</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les impôts et les taxes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les retraites</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le fonctionnement de la justice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’accès au logement</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’environnement</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’avenir de l’énergie nucléaire</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les inégalités entre femmes et hommes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La crise économique et financière</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evolution de 2012 par rapport à 2011 : 2 évolutions supérieures à 10%, 3 évolutions inférieures à 10%, 1 évolution stable.

Survey results n°6, 15 March 2012

La popularité des candidats

Question : Avez-vous une bonne ou une mauvaise opinion de chacune des personnalités suivantes ?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>Bonne opinion (%)</th>
<th>Médiocre opinion (%)</th>
<th>Évolution S/T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>François Hollande</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>François Bayrou</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Sarkozy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Luc Mélenchon</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Le Pen</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique de Villepin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Joly</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Lepage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Dupont-Aignan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Arthaud</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe Poutou</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Évolution S/T Bonne opinion 1er au 6 mars vs 1er au 21 février :
- (+) 2
- (+) 1
- (+) 3
- (−) 1
- (−) 1
- (−) 4
- (−) 1
- (−) 1
- (−) 4
Survey results n°5, 1 March 2012

Survey results n°4, 16 February 2012
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3rd Think Tank Forum, 15 December 2012 - Sorbonne Malesherbes

Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9h30</td>
<td>Arrivée du public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9h30</td>
<td>Table no. 1: Comment orienter le bon équilibre budgétaire?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10h</td>
<td>Table no. 2: Quelles dépenses publiques pour quel modèle social?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11h15</td>
<td>Table no. 3: L’imaginaire, c’est pour quand? Repenser l’humanité</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14h30</td>
<td>Table no. 4: Europe : quelle union voulez-vous?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15h15</td>
<td>Table no. 5: Emploi, compatibilité : faut-il tour atténuer de l’État?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16h30</td>
<td>Table no. 6: Méditerranée, Afrique : la croissance est-elle au Sud?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 décembre 2012

3rd Forum des think tanks

DANS QUELS MONDES VIVONS-NOUS?!?

Samedi 15 Décembre 2012

Paris Sorbonne Centre Universitaire Malesherbes
120, bd Malesherbes
PARIS 17
Debate on *Les droites en fusion (The Merging Right)* by Florence Haegel – 12 December 2012

On Wednesday 12 December, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique organised a debate on the book by Florence Haegel, *Les droites en fusion (The Merging Right)*. The debate was led by Florence Haegel, professor at Sciences Po and research director at the Centre for European Studies, Alain Auffray, political columnist at *Libération* newspaper and Dominique Reynié.

On Tuesday 20 November, debate on the book *L’espoir philanthropique* (The Hope of Philanthropy) by Sandrine L’Herminier with Francis Charhon, Chairman of the French Centre of France’s Funds and Foundations, Managing Director, Fondation de France.
Debate on Sophie Pedder’s book, *Le déni français* (The French Denial) (J-C Lattès publisher) in partnership with the Huffington Post. This debate between Sophie Pedder, journalist for *The Economist*, Dominique Reynié and Geoffroy Clavel, journalist for the Huffington Post, was held on Tuesday 23 October from 6.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. It was broadcast live on our website and the Huffington Post’s, and was also announced on social networks.

Since 2033, Sophie Pedder, a British journalist, has worked as Paris Bureau Chief and economic and political correspondent for *The Economist*. An Oxford and Chicago University graduate, she was awarded the David Watt Journalism Prize for best political contribution of the year.

Publisher’s presentation of the book:

Before and during the elections campaign, a lot was said by the main candidates to protect the French model: outstanding healthcare system, extended week-ends, early retirement, cheap public services, etc.

The French have remained the spoiled brats of Europe who refuse to face economic realities as many other nations across Europe have been forced to do. France denies the economic reality, which upsets our neighbours and makes us look like fools in the eyes of emerging economic powers. The later the French will take actions, the more likely their model will blow up. The system based on a labour market in tatters which is solely intended at protecting the unemployed and those in precarious jobs can no longer work. France should quickly take its inspirations from Germany and Sweden to boost its economy and encourage entrepreneurship. Worldwide, France has undeniable assets but politicians are our best enemies harbouring illusions and unable to speak the truth. And it is only the beginning.
Breakfast meeting with the press, 2012 General Elections simulator,
Thursday 24 May 2012

The Fondation pour l’innovation politique and the CEVIPOF partnered to set up and present a voting simulator for the 577 constituencies. With this application, web users can imagine the outcome of the first round of the general elections in 577 constituencies based on presidential election trends and/or the ones underlined in various polls or even from local elections, etc. They can then enter the data in the voting simulator and make assumptions concerning the transfer of votes from the first to the second round and note the impacts on the final outcome.

Breakfast meeting with the press
Thursday 24 May from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.

In the run-up to general elections on 10 and 17 June 2012
the Fondation pour l’innovation politique (Fondapol) and Sciences Po Political Research Centre (CEVIPOF)
will introduce

THE NEW VOTING SIMULATOR

« 2012 GENERAL ELECTIONS »

Dominique REYNÉ, Professor at Sciences Po,
Executive Director, Fondation pour l’innovation politique, and
Pascal PERRINEAU, Professor at Sciences Po, Director of CEVIPOF

Will present the device and analyse the political background on the eve of the elections
at FONDAPOL headquarters, 11 rue de Grenelle 75007 PARIS

Accreditation required. Call 01.47.53.67.12 or email anais.allemand@fondapol.org
by 23 May 2012 at the latest.
Meeting with the foreign press,
3 May 2012

The Fondation pour l’innovation politique hosted a meeting with the foreign press to talk about the French political situation between the two rounds of the presidential elections.
The Fondation pour l’innovation politique organised a debate with *Atlantico* on Pascal Perrineau’s book, *Le choix de Marianne (Marianne’s choice)*.

In his book, Pascal Perrineau reviews and analyses the series of factors determining voters’ ballot. As CEVIPOF Director, he challenges the relevance of left vs. right division compared to social and geographical divisions, while confronting this opposition to the new antagonisms around European integration and economic globalisation and around a cultural gap centered on societal values and stakes.

The debate was led by Dominique Reynié, Pascal Perrineau and Jean-Sébastien Ferjou, publication director for *Atlantico*. 
2nd Strasbourg Days
Debates – 15 - 17 March 2012

The Fondation pour l’innovation politique partnered with Nouvel observateur newspaper and DNA for the 2nd Strasbourg Days organised together with Institut Montaigne (think tank), Terra Nova (think tank), France Inter (radio channel), France 3 Alsace (TV channel) and Rue 89 (news magazine).
Our suburbs, understand them to love them
Debate with Gilles Kepel, Africa N°1 and SalamNews - 7 March 2012

Together with SalamNews and Africa n°1, Fondapol organised a talk on Wednesday 7 March 2012 on the books by Gilles Kepel: Banlieue de la République (The Republic’s suburbs) and Quatre-vingt-treize (Ninety-three) (Gallimard Publisher).

The debate involved Gilles Kepel, professor at Sciences Po Paris and senior member of the Institut Universitaire de France, Huê Trinh Nguyen, editor in chief, SalamNews, Dominique Reynié and Anasthasie Tudieshe, journalist, Africa n°1. It was broadcast live on various websites: Fondapol, Africa n°1 and SaphirNews, parent group of SalamNews.

Présentation de
Banlieue de la République et Quatre-vingt-treize (Éditions Gallimard)
Gilles Kepel

Le terme de “banlieue” a perdu son sens géographique nette: c’est-à-dire une zone d’habitation se situe à la périphérie d’une ville - pour désigner aujourd’hui un espace urbain primaire conçu par nombre de représentations sociales liées à des peurs ressenties par l’ensemble de la population française.

Pour une partie des éléments, liée à l’origine majoritairement émigrés des individus qui l’habitent, pour une “retour du religieux”, et des conflitualités qui peuvent en résulter, se fondant sur la place importante occupée par l’Islam, Pour à l’égard d’une partie de la jeunesse qui y vit, produisant par la surpopulation et un sentiment d’insécurité et connectées avec les images médiatiques véhiculées lors d’événements urbains ou de faits divers médiatiques.

Ces sentiments peuvent s’ajouter à l’impuissance d’une société qui n’a pas pu empêcher l’émergence d’une signification aux dimensions à la fois sociales, spatiales et culturelles dont sont victimes les habitants de nos “quartiers populaires”.

À travers deux ouvrages, Banlieue de la République 1 et Quatre-vingt-treize, le sociologue Gilles Kepel a compris que aujourd’hui les lois communautaires sont généralement les “barrières” et la décentralisation de cet espace même socioéconomique et culturel et estiment plus ou moins résistantes à celui-ci.

Dans le premier ouvrage, l’auteur observe, à partir d’une enquête portant sur les villes de Clichy-sous-Bois et Montfermeil, que l’Islam, une religion qui déferlent, a pris une partie de l’espace social, et analyse comment cette religion se conjugue à l’expression politique soit dans une logique de participation à la vie publique avec des revendications propres, soit dans une logique de rupture.

Dans le second ouvrage, il se focalise sur la question des “barrières” en tant qu’espace politique large, qui concerne l’ensemble de la population française et qui touche à l’identité même de la France et aux valeurs de la République.

À l’occasion de l’élection présidentielle en 2012, il est impératif de se rappeler que cet espace a profondément transformé les comportements politiques des Français, se traduisant notamment le 22 avril 2012 par l’accès au second tour de Jean-Marie Le Pen. La revue par Nicolas Sarkozy en 2007 de la question des barrières, aux côtés d’un angle sécuritaire, a joué un rôle non négligeable dans la victoire de l’actuel Président de la République.

Ces deux ouvrages sont avant tout des outils indispensables pour suivre et débattre le débat public, par-delà les discours normatifs et généralement réducteurs tnis de la pression des militaires associés.


Discussion on the book *Le Passage à l’Europe* (The Passage to Europe)
by
Luuk van Middelaar
18 January 2012

On the *Trop Libre* blog’s first anniversary, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique and *Trop Libre* organised a discussion on the book by Luuk van Middelaar, *Le passage à l’Europe* (« Bibliothèques des idées », Gallimard publisher). It was also the opportunity to present the book to the French public for the first time.

The participants to the debate were Luuk van Middelaar, the author, Marcel Gauchet, editor in chief of *Le Débat* magazine for Éditions Gallimard, Jean-Louis Bourlanges, former European MP, professor at Sciences Po and Dominique Reynié. The debate was led by Christophe de Voogd, in charge of *Trop Libre* blog.
Publications
Surveys
Events

WORKING SEMINARS
Internet and Partnerships
Fondapol organises three monthly debates on a specific topic with experts, young and active citizens and entrepreneurs. The aim is to build a network around the Foundation, develop analyses that would then be disseminated via our blog *Trop Libre*, on the Foundation's website, on partners' websites or in the press to increase the impact of our work.
Publications
Surveys
Events
Working Seminars

INTERNET AND PARTNERSHIPS
Our newsletter: *fondapol.mag*

To inform our followers of our latest or ongoing activities, Fondapol publishes *fondapol.mag*. This bi-monthly newsletter is straightforward and graphic. In one page, it features links to our latest publications, upcoming events, media coverage and our video contents.
Our blog "Trop libre"

Well recognized for its contribution to public life, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique wished to promote its liberal, progressive and European vision with the launch of a blog entitled "Trop libre" ("Too free") in 2011. The aim was to provide critical thinking at a time of multiplying controversies in the run-up to the presidential elections. « Trop libre » has already gained a large audience and is well indexed on search engines. An increasing number of web users regularly visit the blog: with 76,189 single hits since its creation, the objective set by the team who created the blog continues to be achieved today.

The blog is composed of four types of contributions:

- « Paradoxa » are comments on the news to update or clarify facts used as a basis to the public;
- « Le Marché aux Livres et aux Images » are recently published or reprinted book and movie reviews, analysed from a political perspective;
- « La Tradition revisitée » offers major liberal texts to enlighten and rethink contemporary issues;
- « Des mots et des chiffres » which gathers and sometimes amends the factual basis of public debate in the form of news brief;
- « Question ouverte » are interviews with French and European public life leading figures;
- « Chronique d’ailleurs » are social, political and cultural analyses carried out by correspondents abroad.

In the context of presidential and general elections, "Trop Libre" published daily analyses on voting realities: who voted for who?
"Politique 2.0" is dedicated to political innovations and the use of new technologies. Sticking to its role to analyse new citizenship trends, the Fondation shed the light on how politics can open up to citizens thanks to new technologies empowering citizens. Government 2.0, Open government or Open data, we communicate on new practices which will profoundly change the way citizens take action. "Politique 2.0" publishes weekly articles which are immediately forwarded to Facebook and Twitter.
Les Cafés de l’innovation politique (Political innovation Chats)

Les Cafés de l’innovation are aimed at promoting a book and debate its contents. Every month, the Foundation invites an author providing an innovative analysis of contemporary issues. These chats are broadcast online and can be listened to on the Foundation’s website.

14th Political Innovation Chat – 20 November 2012

For its 14th Café de l’innovation, the Fondation pour l’innovation politique welcomed Dominique Mehl, research director, CNRS, for her book entitled “Les lois de l’enfantement. Procréation et politique en France, 1982-2011” (Childbirth laws. Procreation and politics in France. 1982-2011) published by Presses de Sciences Po. Sperm and egg donation, medically assisted procreation, surrogacy, same-sex parenting, new family models, laws on bioethics, are all highly topical issues discussed with Dominique Mehl. No change was made to the laws on bioethics passed in 2011 compared to the first ones in 1994. Nonetheless, this societal issue has evolved alongside with scientific breakthrough and the possibility of resorting to these techniques in foreign countries.

13th Political Innovation Chat – 11 October 2012

Fondapol welcomed Feriel Lalami to debate on his book Les Algériennes contre le code de la famille (Algerian women against the family code). Political and social scientist, Feriel Lalami is the author of numerous articles and contributions on the role of women in the Algerian society. Her book traces back the changes in the Algerian family code in the eighties, the consequences on gender equality and the perspectives given to women since the code was revised in 2005.

12ème Political Innovation Chat – 5 March 2012

For the twelfth Innovation Chat, Fondapol welcomed Mathieu Zagrodzki, lecturer at Sciences Po Paris and researcher in police and security issues. In his book entitled Que fait la police ? Le rôle du policier dans la société (What is the police doing? The role of police officers in society) Mathieu Zagrodzki opens the debate on security obsession, the role, the efficiency and the methods of the police. He also presents the American theories giving birth to community police and zero tolerance on crime and assesses their efficiency.
fondapol.tv, The Foundation's web-based TV service

This Web-based TV service broadcasts interviews with publications' authors and experts analysing political events. It also shows the Foundation's own documentaries and short programs on historical events and street interviews.
1. **Number of hits - Evolution**

Number of hits in 2012: 358,195
Number of single hits: 262,627

### Most viewed pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Pages vues</th>
<th>% Pages vues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>95785</td>
<td>8.28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fondapol-sondages.php</td>
<td>89036</td>
<td>7.59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/qu-en-2012/simulateur-de-vote/</td>
<td>73888</td>
<td>6.37 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/qu-en-2012/</td>
<td>26000</td>
<td>2.24 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fondapol-sondages-legislatives-selec.php</td>
<td>23819</td>
<td>2.05 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/category/12-idees-pour-2012/</td>
<td>15695</td>
<td>1.37 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fondation/equipes-fondapol/</td>
<td>13670</td>
<td>1.16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/legislatives2012/</td>
<td>11616</td>
<td>1.02 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/etude2011-la-jeunesse-du-monde/</td>
<td>11211</td>
<td>0.97 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fondation/presentation/</td>
<td>7550</td>
<td>0.65 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most viewed page is the home page. Outside information pages on the Foundation (the team, the bodies, the general presentation), the page on the voting simulator (*Who in 2012?*) collected a high number of hits as well as that presenting 12 *ideas in 2012* and the *2011 survey on the world’s youth.*
Partnerships

LE HUFFINGTON POST

Upon the debate on Sophie Pedder's book entitled *Le déni français* (*The French denial*), Fondapol set up a partnership with the *Huffington Post* which will broadcast the debate live on its website and talk about it on social networks. A *Huffington Post*’s journalist will also participate in the debate with Sophie Pedder and Dominique Reynié.

"atlantico"

Upon the debate with Pascal Perrineau on his book *Le choix de Marianne* (*Marianne’s choice*), Fondapol set up a media partnership with Atlantico by linking websites to increase Fondapol’s website visibility.

SaphirNews.com

Upon the debate on Gilles Kepel's books, Fondapol set up a media partnership with Africa N°1 and Salam News, by linking websites to increase Fondapol’s website visibility.
Eager to raise people’s awareness on changes occurring thanks to digital tools, Fondapol set up a partnership with avec Techtoc.tv, a website specialising in IT and online media. Two events were organised with Techtoc.tv: on 14 March 2011, a round-table with experts on Open data and Open government. The debate was lead by Serge Soudoplatoff, in charge of « Politique 2.0 », the Foundation’s blog. On 23 June 2011, a web-conference entitled « Small 2.0 is beautiful » gathered 6 entrepreneurs who organised their own digital revolution.

In the run-up to major elections in France, Fondapol partnered with lemonde.fr and slate.fr to contribute to the pre-elections debate. The ambition of Le Monde newspaper’s website is to become a major player in public debate and called upon 11 think tanks. Fondapol regularly publishes its work on strategic issues for the country’s future on this website (education, healthcare, public finances, etc.) as well as on slate.fr.